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Abstract: In this paper we present novel polynomial-time 

algorithmic solutions for several time- and resource-constrained job 

scheduling and sequencing problems. We consider both the case of a 
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can be executed. The optimization objectives are functions of the cost 

and execution time parameters. 
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1. Introduction 
Efficient resource management is a key activity in order to 

achieve durable economic development under unstable economic 

conditions. In this paper we consider the particular case of managing 

computing resources on which certain types of jobs need to be run. 

We consider optimization objectives like cost and execution time and 

multiple types of constraints. In Section 2 we consider the problem 

of computing an optimal strategy for reducing a sequence by using 

modulo operations. In Section 3 we consider a restricted matrix chain 

multiplication problem, for which we provide an optimal algorithmic 

solution. In Sections 4 and 5 we switch from the single processor 

case considered in Sections 2 and 3 to the dual and multiple 

processor cases, in which we consider job scheduling and sequencing 

problems. In Section 6 we conclude and discuss related work. 
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2. Minimum Cost Sequence of Modulo Operations 
Let’s consider a sequence with N≥2 natural numbers: val1, val2, ..., 

valN. We want to compute the value (val1+...+valN) mod P, where A 

mod B denotes the remainder of the integer division of A at B. 

However, in order to compute the result, we can use only one 

processor, which presents the following restrictions: it can only 

perform the modulo operation on the sum of a contiguous 

subsequence of numbers vali, vali+1, ..., valj-1, valj, if this sum is less 

than or equal to PxQ (i.e. only if vali+vali+1+...+valj-1+valj≤PxQ), 

where Q≥2. Thus, in order to compute the result, we will use the 

following strategy: As long as the sequence contains more than one 

number, we select a contiguous subsequence vali, vali+1, ..., valj-1, valj, 

such that vali+vali+1+...+valj-1+valj≤PxQ, we compute the result 

R=(vali+vali+1+...+valj-1+valj) mod P and then we replace the 

subsequence by the number R in the original sequence (i.e. the j-i+1 

numbers are replaced by the number R). We are also allowed to 

select a subsequence containing only one element. The cost of 

performing a modulo operation on the sum S of a sequence of 

numbers is cost(S), which is a monotonically increasing function in 

the argument S. We are interested in finding a sequence of modulo 

operations with minimum aggregate cost. The aggregation function 

aggf is increasingly monotonic, commutative and invertible (e.g.  

aggf=+, aggf
-1

=-). We will denote by x
-1

 the inverse of the number x 

with respect to the aggregation function aggf (e.g. x
-1

=-x for aggf=+). 

All the initial values vali (1≤i≤N) are at most equal to PxQ. 

Let’s consider the following example: N=5, P=3, Q=10, 

cost(*)=1, aggf=+ and the sequence is 7, 9, 14, 6, 2. We select the 

subsequence 9, 14, 6 first (9+14+6=29≤3x10=30), we compute the 

value (9+14+6) mod 3=2 and we replace the subsequence by the 

computed value, 2. The original sequence becomes 7, 2, 2. Then, we 

select the subsequence 7, 2, 2, we compute the value (7+2+2) mod 

3=2, and we replace the subsequence by the value 2. The original 
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sequence becomes 2, and we stop, because it contains only one 

number. We performed two modulo operations. 

We will first present a generic dynamic programming solution. 

We will start by computing the prefix sums of the sequence vali 

(1≤i≤N): psum[0]=0 and psum[1≤i≤N]=vali+psum[i-1]. Then, we 

will compute a table minop[i][j][u]=the minimum cost of reducing 

the original contiguous subsequence vali, ..., valj to 1 element, such 

that the last modulo operation is peformed on the value 

((vali+...+valj) mod P)+uxP (where 0≤u≤Q). We will initialize the 

entire table to +∞. Then, we will set minop[i][i][vi div P]=cost(vali) 

(1≤i≤N). After this, we will consider all the pairs (i,j) (1≤i<j≤N) in 

increasing order of the value j-i+1 (from 2 to N). Two pairs (i,j) and 

(p,q) with j-i+1=q-p+1 may be considered in any order. For a fixed 

pair (i,j), we will iterate over all possible values k (i≤k≤j-1), then for 

each value of k, over all the values of u (0≤u≤Q), and then for each 

pair (k,u), over all the possible values of v (0≤v≤Q). If 

(minop[i][k][u]<+∞) and (minop[k+1][j][v]<+∞) then we will 

perform the following actions (otherwise, we will just skip to the 

next (k,u,v) tuple): Let ikumod=(psum[k]-psum[i-1]+P) mod P and 

kjvmod=(psum[j]-psum[k]+P) mod P. We will consider four cases: 

(1) Case 1: We compute w=ikumod+kjvmod. If w≤PxQ then we set 

minop[i][j][w div P]=min{minop[i][j][w div P], 

aggf(minop[i][k][u], minop[k + 1][j][v], cost(w))}. 

(2) Case 2: We compute w=ikumod+(vxP+kjvmod);. If w≤PxQ then 

we set minop[i][j][w div P] = min{minop[i][j][w div P], 

aggf(minop[i][k][u],minop[k+1][j][v],cost(w),cost(vxP+kjvmod)
-1

)}. 

(3) Case 3: We compute w=(uxP+ikumod)+kjvmod. If w≤PxQ then 

we set minop[i][j][w div P] = min{minop[i][j][w div P], 

aggf(minop[i][k][u],minop[k+1][j][v],cost(w),cost(uxP+ikumod)
-1

)}. 

(4) Case 4: We compute w=(u+v)xP+ikumod+kjvmod. If w≤PxQ 

then we set minop[i][j][w div P] = min{minop[i][j][w div P], 

aggf(minop[i][k][u],minop[k + 1][j][v],cost(w),cost(uxP+ikumod)
-1

, 

cost(vxP+kjvmod)
-1

)}. 
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The minimum aggregate cost is min{minop[1][N][u]|0≤u≤Q}. 

The time complexity is O(N
3
·Q

2
). We will now discuss a special case 

for the cost and aggregate functions: cost(*)=1 and aggf=+. 

Basically, this case asks for the minimum number of modulo 

operations required to reduce the sequence to a single number. In this 

case, we will compute two tables: minop[i][j]=the minimum number 

of operations required for reducing the original contiguous 

subsequence vali, ..., valj to a single number and minnum[i][j]=the 

minimum number to which the original contiguous subsequence 

vali, ..., valj can be reduced using only minop[i][j] modulo operations. 

We will initialize minop[i][i]=0 and minnum[i][i]=vali (1≤i≤N), and 

minop[i][j]=+∞ for i≠j. Then we will consider all the pairs (i,j) 

(1≤i<j≤N) in the same order as before. For a fixed pair (i,j) we will 

iterate over all the values k (i≤k≤j-1). If minnum[i][k]+ 

minnum[k+1][j]≤PxQ then we will set 

kop=minop[i][k]+minop[k+1][j] and knum=minnum[i][k]+ 

minnum[k+1][j]; otherwise, we will perform the following actions: 

{ (1) kop=minop[i][k]+minop[k+1][j]+1 and knum= 

min{(minnum[i][k] mod P)+minnum[k+1][j], minnum[i][k]+ 

(minnum[k+1][j] mod P)}; (2) if knum>PxQ then we will adjust kop 

and knum: kop=kop+1 and knum=(minnum[i][k] mod P)+ 

(minnum[k+1][j] mod P) }. Then, if (kop<minop[i][j]) or (kop= 

minop[i][j] and knum<minnum[i][j]) then we will set 

minop[i][j]=kop and minnum[i][j]=knum. The minimum total 

number of modulo operations is minop[1][N]. The time complexity 

in this case is only O(N
3
). The optimal strategy can be computed 

from the dynamic programming tables for both algorithms. 

 

3. Optimal Restricted Matrix Chain Multiplication 
We consider a sequence of matrices M(1), M(2), ..., M(N). Each 

matrix M(i) (1≤i≤N) has p(i) rows and q(i) columns (q(j)=p(j+1) ; 

1≤j≤N-1). We want to multiply these matrices in an optimal manner 
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(i.e. we want to compute Mrez=M(1)·...·M(N)). It is known that the 

multiplication of two matrices, one having A rows and B columns, 

and the other having B rows and C columns takes cost(A,B,C) 

operations (e.g. cost(A,B,C)=A·B·C). The result is a matrix with A 

rows and C columns. In order to multiply the matrices we can use a 

single processor, which can perform at most X operations during one 

time unit. The multiplication of two matrices must take at most X 

operations, as it is an atomic operation which cannot be split over 

multiple time units. We are interested in finding the minimum 

number of time units necessary for multiplying the sequence of 

matrices. Basically, what we need to do is to insert zero or more pairs 

of parentheses which will change the order of multiplying the 

matrices. As a restriction, the processor can only multiply a sequence 

of matrices without parentheses in a time unit, i.e. the multiplications 

included within a pair of parentheses cannot be performed during the 

same time unit as those from outside the pair of parentheses. 

We will present a dynamic programming solution. We will 

compute Tmin(i,j)=the minimum number of time units required for 

multiplying the matrices M(i), M(i+1), ..., M(j). We will also store 

the value OPmin(i,j)=the minimum number of operations performed 

during the last time unit of a schedule which multiplies the matrices 

M(i), M(i+1), ..., M(j) in Tmin(i,j) time units. We have 

Tmin(i,i)=OPmin(i,i)=0. We will consider all the pairs (i,j) in 

increasing order of the value (j-i) (from 1 to N-1). We initialize 

Tmin(i,j)=+∞ and OPmin(i,j)=0. We then consider every position k 

between i and j-1 (i≤k≤j-1) and we consider two cases. In the first 

case, the matrices M(i), ..., M(k) are included between parentheses 

and the same happens with the matrices M(k+1), ..., M(j). In this case, 

the multiplication lasts T(i,j,k,1)=Tmin(i,k)+Tmin(k+1,j)+1 time 

units and the number of operations from the last time unit is 

O(i,j,k,1)=cost(p(i), q(k), q(j)). In the second case we assume that 

only the matrices M(k+1), ..., M(j) are included between parentheses. 

In this case, it is possible to multiply the result (M(k+1)·...·M(j)) 
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during the same time unit as the last multiplication from the schedule 

which computes the result for the matrices M(i), ..., M(k). In this case, 

the number of time units is T(i,j,k,2)=Tmin(i,k)+Tmin(k+1,j), and the 

number of operations performed during the last time unit is 

O(i,j,k,2)=OPmin(i,k)+cost(p(i), q(k), q(j)). We will consider each of 

the two options v (v=1,2) and: if (O(i,j,k,v)≤X) and 

(T(i,j,k,v)<Tmin(i,j) or (T(i,j,k,v)=Tmin(i,j) and O(i,j,k,v)<OPmin(i, 

j))), then we set Tmin(i,j)=T(i,j,k,v) and OPmin(i,j)=O(i,j,k,v). 

 

4. Dual-Processor Scheduling 
There are N jobs (numbered from 1 to N) which have to be 

executed on a dual-processor machine with non-identical processors. 

Each job i must be executed t1[i] contiguous seconds on processor 1 

and t2[i] contiguous seconds on processor 2. At each time moment, at 

most one job can be executed on the same processor. Moreover, the 

two time intervals when a job i is executed on processor 1 and on 

processor 2 must not overlap (but it is allowed to start the execution 

on the other processor as soon as the execution on one of the 

processors ends). There are no ordering constraints regarding the 

execution of each job on the two processors (i.e. each job i may be 

executed first on any of the two processors and later on the other 

one) or regarding the execution of the jobs on the same processor. 

This also implies that the jobs may be executed in different orders on 

the two processors. Considering that the execution of the jobs starts 

at the time moment 0, we are interested in finding a schedule of the N 

jobs on the two processors, such that the earliest time moment TE 

(expressed in seconds) when the execution of all the jobs on both 

processors ends is minimum. 

It turns out that computing TE is quite easy. Let S1 be the sum of 

the values t1[i] (1≤i≤N), S2 be the sum of the values t2[i] (1≤i≤N) and 

Smax=max{t1[i]+t2[i] | 1≤i≤N}. Then, TE=max{S1, S2, Smax} [1]. 

Computing the actual schedule is more difficult. We will present a 
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linear time algorithm for this next. We will start by scheduling the 

jobs on processor 1 in the order 1, …, N (without waiting times) and 

on processor 2 in reverse order (i.e. N, N-1, …, 2, 1). We will 

compute tstart1[i] and tstart2[i] as follows: tstart1[1]=0, 

tstart1[2≤i≤N]=tstart1[i-1]+t1[i-1], tstart2[N]=0 and tstart2[1≤i≤N-

1]=tstart2[i+1]+t2[i+1]. By ordering the jobs in this manner, there 

can be at most one job p for which the intervals [tstart1[p], 

tstart1[p]+t1[p]] and [tstart2[p], tstart2[p]+t2[p]] intersect (in more 

than 1 point). If such a job p exists, then let’s assume, w.l.o.g. that 

tstart2[p]≥tstart1[p] (and, of course, we have tstart2[p]< 

tstart1[p]+t1[p]). We will move the job p on processor 2 at the end, 

such that tstart2[p]=TE-t2[p]. Then, we will shift the starting times 

of all the jobs p-1, …, 1 on processor 2: tstart2[1≤i≤p-1]=tstart2[i]-

t2[p]. If, at this point, the intervals [tstart1[p], tstart1[p]+t1[p]] and 

[tstart2[p], tstart2[p]+t2[p]] do not overlap anymore, then the 

obtained schedules are valid. All the jobs 1, …, p-1 finish on 

processor 1 (at tstart1[p]) before the first of these jobs starts on 

processor 2 (at tstart2[p+1]+t2[p+1]=the former value of tstart2[p]), 

and all the jobs p+1, …, N start on processor 1 (at tstart1[p]+t1[p]) 

after the last of these jobs finishes on processor 2 (at 

tstart2[p+1]+t2[p+1]=the former value of tstart2[p]). 

If the intervals [tstart1[p], tstart1[p]+t1[p]] and [tstart2[p], 

tstart2[p]+t2[p]] are still overlapping, then we will have to move the 

job p at the beginning on the schedule for processor 1. We will set 

tstart1[p]=0 and we will shift the starting times of the jobs 1, ..., p-1 

on the processor 1: tstart1[1≤i≤p-1]=tstart1[i]+t1[p]. Moreover, all 

the jobs 1, ..., p-1 on the processor 2 will be moved at the beginning 

of the schedule. Let tsum1=t2[N]+t2[N-1]+...+t2[p+1] and 

tsum2=t2[1]+...+t2[p-1]. We will modify the starting times on 

processor 2 as follows: we set tstart2[1≤i≤p-1]=tstart2[i]-tsum1 and 

tstart2[p+1≤i≤N]=tstart2[i]+tsum2. 

Let’s notice that, at this point, the schedule is valid (i.e. the two 

time intervals of each job on the two processors do not overlap). The 
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intervals of the job p do not overlap, because t1[p]+t2[p]≤TE. The 

last of the jobs p+1, …, N (i.e. job p+1) finishes on processor 2 at 

most at tstart2[p] and the first of the jobs p+1, …, N (i.e. also job 

p+1) starts on processor 1 after tstart2[p]. The last of the jobs 1, …, 

p-1 (i.e. job 1) finishes on processor 2 before t1[p], and the first of 

the jobs 1, …, p-1 (i.e. also job 1) starts on processor 1 at t1[p]. The 

presented algorithm can be easily implemented in O(N) time (by 

simply modifying the starting times as described in the algorithm). 

 

5. Multiple-Processor Scheduling 
We have N jobs. Each job i (1≤i≤N) has a running time t(i) and a 

weight w(i). In order to run these jobs we have M processors. Each 

processor p (1≤p≤M) has a slowness factor s(p)>0. The execution 

time of a job i on a processor p is t(i)·s(p). Each job is executed on a 

single processor, during a contiguous time interval. Let tfinish(i) be 

the time moment when the job i ends its execution. We want to 

minimize the sum of the values (tfinish(i)·w(i)) (with i=1,...,N) (i.e. 

the weighted sum of the finish times. We will start by sorting the 

jobs ascendingly according to the ratio t(i)/w(i). Let the sorted order 

of the jobs be pr(1), ..., pr(N). Let’s consider two jobs x and y, which 

are executed one after another on a processor p. Let’s compute Sx 

and Sy, the weighted sums in the case when x is executed before y, 

respectively when y is executed before x. Let’s assume that W0 is the 

weighted sum of the finish times of the jobs executed before x and y 

on the processor p, T0 is the total duration of executing the jobs 

before x and y on the processor p, and W1 is the weighted sum of the 

finish times of the jobs executed after x and y on the processor p. 

Sx=W0+W1+(T0+s(p)·t(x))·w(x)+(T0+s(p)·(t(x)+t(y)))·w(y) and 

Sy=W0+W1+(T0+s(p)·t(y))·w(y)+(T0+s(p)·(t(y)+t(x)))·w(x). Let’s 

assume that Sx≤Sy. We have Sx-Sy≤0, i.e. s(p)·t(x)·w(y)-

s(p)·t(y)·w(x)≤0 => t(x)/w(x)≤t(y)/w(y). In other words, the jobs i 
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executed on the same processor must be sorted in increasing order of 

the ratio t(i)/w(i). 

We wil generate all the M
N
 possibilities of assigning a job to a 

processor. Each job pr(i) will be assigned to the processor proc(i), 

where proc(i) is between 1 and M. Once the assignment was chosen, 

the jobs i assigned to the same processor will be executed in 

increasing order of their ratios t(i)/w(i). After establishing the order 

of the jobs on a processor, we only have to compute the weighted 

sum of the finish times. We will consider all the jobs in the order 

pr(1), ..., pr(N), maintaining a counter Tc(p) with the current time on 

each processor p (initially, Tc(*)=0). When we reach the job pr(i), 

we increment Tc(proc(i)) by s(proc(i))·t(pr(i)) and we add the value 

Tc(proc(i))·w(pr(i)) to the total weighted sum. Among all the 

possibilities, we will select the one with the minimum total weighted 

sum. A direct implementation of the algorithm takes O(N·log(N)+ 

N·M
N
) time. In order to obtain an O(N·log(N)+M

N
) time complexity, 

we must maintain the counters Tc(p) and the total weighted sum 

while generating the possibilities. When we select a value proc(i) for 

the job pr(i), we increment Tc(proc(i)) and the total weighted sum 

accordingly. When we backtrack (we return from the recursive 

process of generating possibilities for the jobs pr(i+1), ..., pr(N)), we 

decrement Tc(proc(i)) and the total weighted sum by the same values 

which were added to them when the current value proc(i) was chosen. 

Only afterwards will we choose a new value for proc(i). 

When M≥2 the number of jobs N cannot be too large. Thus, the 

optimal ordering of the jobs assigned to a given processor can also be 

computed by using dynamic programming. We will compute 

Smin(Su)=the minimum weighted sum of the finish times, if the jobs 

with indices in the subset Su are executed on the same processor q 

(assuming that s(q)=1). Then, once the subset SP of jobs to be 

executed on a processor p is established, we will multiply Smin(SP) 

by s(p) in order to obtain the actual weighted sum on the processor p. 

This approach is also useful for the case in which a job i has a given 
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execution time on each processor p, t(i,p). In this case we will run the 

algorithm described next for each processor p, replacing t(i) by t(i,p). 

In order to compute Smin(Su) we first need the values TS(Su)=the 

sum of the execution times of the jobs from the set Su. We have 

TS({})=Smin({})=0. Then, we will consider all the other 2
N
-1 subsets 

in increasing order of their cardinality. Let’s consider that we 

reached a subset Wu. We pick any element i from Wu and we set 

TS(Wu) to (TS(Wu\{i})+t(i)). We will initialize Smin(Wu)=+∞. Then 

we consider, one at a time, each element i from Wu and we will 

assume that i is the job executed last: we set Smin(Wu)= 

min{Smin(Wu), Smin(Wu\{i})+TS(Wu)·w(i)}. Apparently, the time 

complexity of this algorithm is O(N·2
N
), because for each subset Wu 

we have O(N) candidate values for computing Smin(Wu). However, a 

more careful analysis shows that the time complexity is proportional 

to the number of 1 bits found in all the N-bit numbers (from 0 to 2
N
-

1). It is clear that there are N·2
N
 bits overall, from which, because of 

the symmetry, half are 0. Thus, the total number of 1 bits is N·2
N-1

 

and this is also the time complexity of the dynamic programming 

algorithm (if the subsets are generated one element at a time and not 

as a sequence of N bits). 

 

6. Conclusions 
In this paper we presented several novel algorithmic solutions for 

time- and resource-constrained job scheduling and sequencing 

problems on one, two or multiple processors. Related problems have 

been studied in [1, 2, 3]. 
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